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1. About the Community Led Plan 

A Community Led Plan (CLP) is a shared vision and plan for the community, developed by the community. It gives 

everyone the opportunity to say what they think about the issues affecting the community and how they would like 

it to develop. The plan will prompt local action and influence others such as local parish and county councils.          A 

A good plan should identify and celebrate the good things, highlight local needs and desired outcomes, and contain 

a detailed action plan to achieve them.  

During the past two years, Neen Savage CLP Steering Group has been engaged in supporting the development of 

such a plan, based on what the parishioners regard as important for the ongoing maintenance and development of 

the community. Even after this publication, we will work to ensure that the Parish and Unitary Councils take these 

views into account when they are making decisions about developments and services within Neen Savage. 

From the outset our aim has been to be as inclusive as possible and we have engaged with the Parish Council, 

Shropshire Council through its officers and Unitary Councillors, residents, businesses and community groups. We 

have sought support and guidance through Shropshire Rural Community Council and have been very encouraged 

by their complimentary observations about the way we have undertaken the work.  

Most of all, we have worked together as a group of people from across the community with very different back-

grounds and interests. At times there have been robust discussions as strongly held views have been aired and  

considered and we have been able to achieve consensus and commitment, only resorting to voting on rare          

occasions. 

Special thanks must go to all those who have contributed to the work of the Steering Group. The members have 

brought their skills, talents, energy, commitment and good humour over many months and they can be rightly 

proud of this finished product. 

We do not intend for this to be a document that sits on a shelf and gathers dust. In years to come, it will need     

revisiting and this will give the community another opportunity to come together and record their wishes and     

expectations for the parish. 

Thank you for your interest in the Plan and for the enthusiastic response to the questionnaire. The high response 

rate of 63.7% enables us to say with confidence that the views of the parishioners have been captured. 

A consistent theme emerging through the plan is that the core characteristic of rural tranquillity and community 

spirit in the Parish should be maintained and developed. This Plan is evidence that the community can come       

together with that sense of purpose. 

 

Mike Hurley, Steering Group Chairman 
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Any painter and decorator will tell you that the key to a good job is preparation: we applied this principle 

to our Community Led Plan. Before doing anything, we looked at advice online, at other communities’ 

parish plans, and we consulted the architect of nearby Hopton Wafers’ plan, Robert Hodge. We also 

talked to Shropshire Council and the Rural Community Council. 

We then planned how we would proceed. We asked for and received parishioner volunteers, and elected 

some as the officers to guide and drive the plan forward. We wrote and adopted a constitution which  

detailed how we would make decisions and keep records. All of our meetings were open to anyone who 

wanted to attend. We are also grateful to our local publication the Vital Link for giving us a regular slot to 

update people on our progress. We agreed the subject headings for the questionnaire. Seventeen        

parishioners were split into subject teams according to their interests and experience, to produce draft 

versions of questions, hone them down to a more manageable number, and try to ensure that all      

questions were clearly worded and were being asked for a good reason. We held two consultation 

meetings attended by about 30 parishioners and we secured early feedback on the shaping of the     

questionnaire. 

After review and approval by the Steering Group, 303 questionnaires were printed and hand-delivered to 

every household in the parish, for completion by every parishioner who chose to do so, including children 

and young people. Completed questionnaires were returned in the Freepost envelopes we provided,   

ensuring anonymity for respondents. A few were returned by hand, and the procedure we adopted     

ensured that people weren’t identified. Members of the Steering Group then worked in pairs to enter the 

data in codified form to the spreadsheet analysis tool we had developed. From this, graphs of the results 

were easily produced to give at-a-glance clarity to that data. 

At this stage, we commissioned Shropshire Rural Community Council to carry out an independent audit 

of our data and processes. The Steering Group is proud to share with you their conclusion: 

“Neen Savage Parish Plan Group has taken an inclusive and thorough approach to developing and         

distributing their community questionnaire and a diligent and transparent approach to recording the    

results. We have not been able to identify any aspects of the process which causes us concern and find 

that the process used complies with recognised good practice in community-led plan activities. Moreover, 

the excellent response rate of 64% makes the data captured statistically reliable and a strong foundation 

on which Neen Savage can develop a plan for the future of the parish.” 

Since then, we have used a robust challenge process to ensure that all the text in this published Plan is 

justified by parishioners’ responses.  

 

2.  How we made sure our Plan 

is representative and fair 
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3. NEEN SAVAGE - the place where we live 

Neen Savage has been described in Wikipedia as 

‘a civil parish and a hamlet in south east        

Shropshire, England. It is situated north of the 

small market town of Cleobury Mortimer. The   

River Rea, which was historically known as the  

River Neen, flows past the hamlet and a notable 

ford exists.’ 

A modest description, to suit our generally modest 

demeanour. Nowhere near the detail or depth of 

personality of Elisabeth Ratcliff’s 112 page          

exposition ‘A Country Parish – Neen Savage in 

1981’ which tells us that the population at that 

time was very similar to the population recorded in the Domesday Book, and much as it is today. If you 

scan through old parish registers and Elisabeth’s book, many of the names are the same today, both the 

people and the houses.  

We have no school, no shops or pub or library, and no bus service. No mains sewerage, no paved        

footpaths, no street lights. Many, many years ago there was a railway; now our main artery is the B4363 

which connects numerous narrow minor roads and links our main 

service centre, Cleobury Mortimer, with Bridgnorth to the north. 

We are a very scattered community, with many farms and old,            

individual houses. There are a few groups of dwellings, the most   

prominent being at the heart of the parish where a few              

historically   significant houses and our only two public buildings 

stand: the 12th  century St. Mary’s Parish Church and its         

neighbouring parish hall, built in the 1980s and extended in 2006. 

It is no coincidence that the church and nearby ford are the two 

features that parishioners said they most want protecting, for 

here is the focal point for our fierce sense of    identity,             

community and age-old continuity. 

Yet things have changed, but as they always have, slowly and     

gradually. There are new challenges to be met, and we are        

confident that this, our first Community Led Plan, will maintain 

this pace of progress and help protect the rural landscape loved 

by so many. 
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4.  Main survey findings and overview of 

our population 

Age and Households Profile 

 

We collected demographic data on 81% of the 137 households in the parish, which shows: 

 We have an older age profile than the UK as a whole – and 29% of us are retired, compared to 

21% in Shropshire and 18.4% of people in England (figures from the 2011 Census). 

 The number of people per household at 2.6 is slightly higher than the national average of 2.3. 

 41% of properties in the parish contain two people, against 34% in the UK as a whole (figure 

from 2011 Census). 

Further information has been taken from the questionnaire completed by 193 parishioners, 63.7% of the 

Neen Savage population, including 21 people under 21 years old: 

 

Employment 

 We live in an area of low unemployment, with no questionnaire respondents saying they were 

seeking work. 65% of people in our parish are “economically active” (working or student), 

compared with 71% in Shropshire and 70% in the UK as a whole. This lower activity rate results 

from our larger retired population.  

 Of people who are earning, 60% work outside the parish, 25% work from home and 15% work 

elsewhere in the parish.  

 The area has attracted the self-employed: 35% of economically active people, nearly twice the 

Shropshire rate of 18%.  
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What’s most important to us 

 The business and non-business populations are strongly in favour of improved roads, mobile 

and internet communications, although there is also concern about ensuring that expansion is 

sensitive to road safety concerns and the area’s rural character. 

 There is no strong indication of a need for more work opportunities: supply and demand seem 

well-balanced with no-one admitting to seeking work and businesses not seeing a shortage of 

skilled labour. Some opportunities for further employment locally are hoped for, particularly 

by young people uncertain about their futures. 

 An overwhelming 90% of parishioners want to see the environment retain its current      

attractive and rural character. The population is evenly divided between those who want to 

see no change, and those who are ready to accept a small amount of measured, sensitive    

development. Unsurprisingly, over half (59%) of questionnaire respondents anticipate living   

in the  parish in 10-15 years’ time, with a further one quarter (26%) “don’t know”.  

 In free text responses, many people commented that the impact on close neighbours should 

be considered more when considering planning applications. This is consistent with the strong 

theme that parishioners want community spirit to be restored to where it was prior to a   

number of recent contentious planning applications, one of which was approved despite    

substantial local opposition and without a confirmed local economic need. 

4.  Main survey findings and overview 

of our population            continued from page 6 

The rest of this Plan covers the detailed survey results by subject area.  

  

ACTION PLAN 

Within each subject 

section we include 

actions and             

recommendations 

designed to give    

parishioners what 

they have asked for.  

QUOTES 

 

We have also selected a 

few actual quotes from  

parishioners that are    

representative of the      

answers to, “how we 

would like to see the     

parish in 10-15 years’ 

time.” 

The Plan concludes with a        

summary of the actions and      

recommendations. 

Two sections of the questionnaire 

were completed by smaller num-

bers of parishioners - Education & 

Youth and Business. This is proba-

bly explained by the many people 

in our population without children 

or business interests who consid-

ered that they were either unquali-

fied to respond or found the ques-

tions irrelevant to them. 
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5. Community and Safety 

Knowing what is going on  

More than three-quarters of people feel they are well or reasonably well informed, showing that the basic 

communication network is effective. Nevertheless, there is always scope to improve and suggested       

developments mostly involved the use of a website and other electronic communication possibilities (see 

below). Our local publication, Vital Link, received a clear vote of confidence with over three-quarters of 

people citing it as one of their key sources of information. 

 A strong majority would like a parish website, including an online notice board and calendar of parish 

events. Most of the suggestions on the question-

naire emphasise the benefits of a working and well 

maintained website. The Parish Website was 

launched on 31 May 2014. 

The Parish Hall is considered a significant facility but 

many feel that there is scope to expand its use 

through additional promotion of both the number of 

bookings and the range of uses. St Mary’s Parish 

Church is also highly valued and clearly provides a 

focal point for much of the community. 

 

Engagement with local government  

The responses to the questions about the Parish Council, Shropshire Council and particularly the roles of 

councillors showed a range of strong and clear opinions as well as a desire for better engagement. 

70% of respondents wanted to be more aware of Parish Council business in advance so that there is an 

opportunity to express a view should they wish. Along with this, an overwhelming majority felt it           

important for Parish Councillors and Unitary Authority Councillors to represent the majority view of      

parishioners. 

Half of the respondents used the opportunity to make suggestions for improving communication both 

ways between parishioners and councillors. The most popular suggestions, with 48 individual ideas, were 

around the introduction and use of IT such as a website and email 

newsletters. 

A number of people requested a more reliable and accessible policy 

for publishing the minutes of meetings and some interest was shown 

in having planned open parish meetings on a regular basis. 14 people 

expressed concern about the accessibility of councillors. 

“A friendly,       

caring,             

supportive    

community” 
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5. Community and Safety continued from page 8 

How people feel about living in this parish 

The great majority of people stated what they liked most and least about    

living in Neen Savage. 110 people cited that the most appreciated       

feature of living here is the rural location, peace and unspoilt nature of 

the parish. The community spirit and friendliness of people was also 

mentioned. 

The perceived loss of community spirit and 

sadness over damage to  relationships due 

to the division and disagreement around 

Parish Council and planning issues            

generated the expression of some strong 

feelings.  

Safety  

The great majority of people living in the parish do not regularly fear for their 

safety. However, there are major issues with roads – their maintenance and 

speeding traffic in particular. This was cited as the second most disliked        

feature of living in the parish. 

Our main route, the B4363, seems to cause the greatest concern because of   the danger to pedestrians, 

cyclists and horses. 

The lack of visible policing and the closure of Cleobury Mortimer Police Station add to general concerns 

about traffic as well as a vulnerability to thieves. 

Nearly one-third of people are concerned that emergency services might have difficulty finding their  

property. 

The Mobile Library  

A glance at the response and opinions for 

the Mobile Library Service might suggest 

it could be dispensed with. However, 33 

people say it is very or moderately        

important and this cannot be ignored as  

it may well be very significant in boosting 

the overall quality of life for those who 

are less mobile. 

“Friendly, thriving           

community    

rooted in the past 

but looking to the   

future” 
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5. Community and Safety continued from page 9 

Starting and developing common interest groups  

68 people showed interest in a venture like a thrift shop in the Parish Hall and 39 people said they would 

like to be part of a common interest group of some kind. This suggests that there is scope for trying to 

facilitate a forum where those people can meet and discuss new ventures and activities. 

Where respondents took the opportunity to suggest interests and activities the two most popular were 

exercise classes and various handcrafts. 

ACTIONS to maintain or improve our community life and safety: 

 

Develop the Parish Hall marketing to reach a wider group of users. 

The Parish Council to formulate and implement a strategy for better engage-

ment with parishioners. 

The Parish Council to sponsor a “community opportunity” event to bring people 

with common interests together. 

A group of parishioners to work on a plan to restore some of the lost trust and 

community spirit. 

A parish campaign to press Shropshire Highways for better repair and resurfac-

ing of roads.  

Establish a project to investigate the provision of footways/bridleways along 

parts of the B4363. 

Refresh and promote the existing watch schemes. 

Consult with emergency services on ways to enhance their access data and sys-

tems. 
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6. Services 

Local Medical and Dental Services 

The Shropdoc out of hours medical phoneline service was viewed favourably with an overwhelming     

majority of those who gave an opinion of the service thinking it was either good or very good. Similarly,  

of those who gave an opinion about the Ambulance service a very high 79% thought it was good or very 

good.  

Cleobury Mortimer Medical Centre received a very positive response with 85% of respondents believing 

the service to be good or very good. Seventy four people, 38% of questionnaire respondents, had a view 

about the Cleobury Mortimer Dental Practice and, of these, most (92%) thought the service provided was 

good or very good. 

Local Hospital Services 

Since Kidderminster General Hospital was downgraded in 1999 to be a community hospital with a minor 

injuries unit, residents of Neen Savage have had to choose between a slightly quicker journey to   

Worcester Royal Hospital or a journey in excess of an hour to either the Royal Shrewsbury Hospital or 

Princess Royal Hospital, Telford. Free text comments suggested that travel time and convenience were 

main reasons why an overwhelming majority (93%) of people who expressed a preference identified 

Worcester Royal Hospital as the one they would prefer to access if they were forced to choose between 

hospitals. 

Interestingly, other responses to our questionnaire suggest that Shrewsbury and Telford hospitals have in 

the past provided a better service. A significant minority (36%) of those who had an opinion about 

Worcester Royal Hospital thought it was only fair or poor and, in comparison, significantly fewer people 

(21%) held the same view about Shrewsbury and Telford Hospitals. For Shrewsbury and Telford hospitals 

an overwhelming majority (79%) of those who expressed a view thought it was good or very good and in 

comparison a smaller number of people (64%) thought Worcester Hospital was good or very good.  

Free text responses indicated that a number of people considered the parking at Worcester Royal       

Hospital to be inadequate. 

Help from Neighbours 

It was pleasing to learn that 52% of people believe 

that they have benefited from help from their      

neighbours, with only three people saying that they 

needed help but don’t receive it. 50 people ex-

pressed a willingness to volunteer their time to a 

good neighbour scheme. Amongst the 40% who  

stated that they didn’t know if they could or would 

help there might be additional volunteers if the commitment was better defined. 
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6. Services  continued from page 11 

Household Waste Recycling and Collection 

An overwhelming majority of people were either satisfied or very satisfied with the      

existing kerb side household recycling collection service. A clear majority (67%) of   

people were either satisfied or very satisfied with the existing local household waste 

sites.         A number of people indicated that they would appreciate an occasional   

mobile waste skip at Six Ashes to save them a long drive to Bridgnorth and to dispose 

of larger items of household waste. 

 

Broadband Services 

It was clear from the questionnaire responses 

that the campaign for better broadband in Neen 

Savage is a high priority with an overwhelming 

majority (81%) believing that reliable broadband 

is important or very important. 49% of               

parishioners require an enhanced broadband  

service and in comparison 42% would be satisfied 

with basic broadband at this time. Comments 

were made that these needs will increase as 

more information and services go online. 

 

A small number of comments were made that the CLP questionnaire had failed to address issues such as 

water and electricity supply, basic telephone services, the postal service and public transport.             

These  issues were not raised during the public consultation meetings during the development of the             

questionnaire so it was assumed that they are not an issue to parishioners. However, issues such as these 

may emerge in future refreshments of the Plan. 

“A small amount of           

additional employment 

and housing, supported by 

a council which expresses 

the parishioners’ views” 
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6. Services  continued from page 12 

ACTIONS to maintain or improve services: 

We suggest that our Unitary Councillors should undertake further                

investigation around satisfaction levels on hospitals and hospital parking 
and make representation on our behalf. 

Identify those people who live in the parish who would appreciate help from 

neighbours and find out more about the nature of help they would             

require. 

Identify whether anyone would be willing to coordinate a good neighbour 
scheme and to identify parishioners who are willing to assist with such a 

scheme. 

The Parish Council, with the support of our Unitary Councillors, should con-

tinue lobbying hard for an upgrade of our broadband service and parish-
ioners should sign up expressing an interest in BT infinity if appropriate. 

The Parish Council should lobby for occasional large items refuse collection 
services, which could be specific recyclable materials (e.g. metal, elec-

tronics) as well as unavoidable collections for landfill. A small number of 
different receptacles might also assist. 

Anyone who feels that any services are inadequate should raise their              

concerns with the Parish Council, their Unitary Councillors, Shropshire 
Council and/or the service provider. 

“Still beautiful, with slow 

and appropriate growth 

which benefits local    

people” 
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7. Education and Youth 

ACTIONS to maintain or improve education or youth provision: 

Parishioners to make sure that councillors are made aware of particular transport      

difficulties and any suggestions they have for improvements.  

Pre-school Education 

Very few families in Neen Savage have pre-school children and, of those 

who do, most were satisfied with the facilities offered by the three       

pre-school nurseries in Cleobury Mortimer. A lack of child minders    

within the parish was identified. 

Primary Education 

A high percentage of children attended Cleobury Mortimer Primary 

School. Bayton, Kinlet and Stottesdon Primary Schools also attract some 

families. 

Secondary and sixth form education 

Almost all children attended Lacon Childe School. There were just a few who were in private secondary 

education outside the area. 

Our survey shows that two thirds of pupils and ex-pupils who responded to the question attended Ludlow 

Sixth Form College. The other third was mostly divided between Worcester and Oldbury Wells Sixth Form 

Colleges. Preferences for current students might be obtained from the wide range of post 16 schools and 

colleges. 

Transport 

Most people were satisfied with the transport arrangements. However, those living inside the three mile 

limit were less satisfied than those living outside because they were given no guarantee of a place on the 

bus for their child or children. Comments were also made about the cost, frequency and availability of the 

service and dangerous pick-up points. 

Extracurricular Activities 

Almost everyone was satisfied with the extracurricular facilities, which take place in Lacon Childe premis-

es in Cleobury Mortimer as Neen Savage does not have sufficient numbers to make such facilities a viable 

proposition. Transport home after such activities can present a problem. 

Thirteen people expressed a wish to help should such facilities be possible, which was most pleasing. 

“We need to move with 

the times, with             

considered new housing 

for local people,           

particularly the young” 
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8. Tourism and Heritage 

ACTION to maintain or improve local tourism and amenity: 

       If tourism is to be developed, Shropshire Council and the     

Parish Council should take into account both the priority and 
small scale of improvement requested in the analysis above.   
In doing so, they should also consider the impact on the rural 

nature of the area (for instance, making signage clear but      
unobtrusive).  

52% of people think that the number of visitors to the parish is “about right”.   

People think similarly about the level of amenity, but there is significant minority 

support for improvements (see the graph below). Given this balance, any increase 

should be slight – and this is borne out by the overwhelming 91% of people who 

think that it is important or very important to preserve the rural nature of the   

parish. 

In free text responses, over one third of parishioners       

mentioned St Mary’s Church as important to protect, with 

substantial support for the ford and natural features (rural 

landscape, rivers, trees, woodlands, fields, hedgerows, bridlepaths and   similar). 

There were also minority mentions for protection of historic buildings, Wall Town 

Roman site, Detton medieval village and residual assets such as the canal and      

railway line. 

 

Whilst only 13 comments seem to sup-

port an increase to tourism and amenity, 

more than twice that number made a 

range of comments about the need to 

restrict the level and/or impact of      

tourism on the parish. There is little    

support for any activity by Neen Savage 

to attract more visitors – the current 

marketing by Shropshire Council and 

Cleobury Country is thought sufficient. 

“Once you   

lose the             

countryside,    

it is gone         

forever” 
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9. Environment 

Environment 

Most people in the parish feel that it is important or very important to preserve the character of the    

parish as an attractive and unspoilt environment, and to preserve the diversity of flora and fauna. A clear 

majority are happy that this is being achieved, as they selected the option of allowing the current level of 

impact and development to remain the same. There was, however, a significant minority (32%) who 

would like to see it reduced.  

In free text responses, comments were made that there should be noticeboards that point out the natural 

assets of the parish and inform residents and visitors. A few people thought that roadside verges could be 

better looked after and possibly improved. 

Baveney and Pike Commons 

Seven acres of woodland at Baveney has been managed by the Parish Council and local residents for 

some time. As an example of their involvement, management of the mature trees at Baveney will need to 

be considered in the future. The Parish Council also carries some responsibility for Pike Common. 

Few questionnaire respondents commented on Baveney or Pike Common and many did not know where 

they were or what amenity they provided. Where comments were made, they centred on the use of  

verges for overspill storage of plant and vehicles, and general untidiness. There were also comments that 

adjacent landowners and residents could be encouraged to take more responsibility and relieve part of 

the Parish Council load. 

Picnic tables and a nature reserve were suggested for Pike Common, whilst the problem of serious river 

bank erosion at Walfords Bridge was highlighted. 

Roads 

More than half of people felt that the quality of the road surfaces and roadside 

ditches was poor, with similar numbers considering that the verges in the parish 

were in fair condition or better , although there were comments made about         

vehicles driving on them and causing damage. In contrast, the vast majority felt    

that roadside hedges were in fair condition or better, perhaps because of the         

diligence of private landowners. 

The most frequent free text response referred to the size and number of potholes   

in the roads and the inadequacy of the response to deal with them by the County 

Council. 

There were also many comments that the roads were not designed to carry the    

volume and size of  vehicles that use them currently, as well as concern about the 

speed of vehicles. Several people  commended the snow clearance carried out by local farmers. 
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9. Environment  continued from page 16 

Footpaths 

There was a fairly even spread of responses as to the frequency of use of          

footpaths in the parish, but slightly under half of our residents use the footpaths 

less than once a month. Of those who do use them, a clear majority felt that the 

footpaths, gates, stiles and way markers were in fair or good condition. 

Whilst horse riders are in the minority, frequent use of bridleways is of great     

importance for them. In contrast, bicycles and off road vehicles do not appear to 

be used frequently by   

residents in the parish. 

In free text responses, the 

work of Cleobury  Mortimer Footpath Association 

was recognized by many, as was the financial in-

vestment in some footpaths. Several horse riders 

felt that some gates on bridleways could be       

improved so that they can be opened and closed 

without dismounting. 

 

Litter 

Fly tipping and dog fouling were seen as a major problem by about half of 

respondents, while a significant minority was not concerned. A greater    

proportion considered litter on the roadsides to be more of a problem, but, 

again, many were not worried. This may indicate that the problems are  

confined to certain areas and these could be identified for remedial actions 

to be taken. 

Renewable Energy 

Generally parishioners are in favour of renewable energy production.  

Wind turbines are the least popular and are increasingly unpopular the 

larger they are. There is significant support for water turbines on the Rea, 

though this was opposed by 25% of respondents. 

Only a small minority (15%) opposed solar panels although most favour 

small and medium installations used for own use rather than large-scale 

export to the grid. 
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ACTIONS to maintain or improve the local environment: 

Noticeboards about the parish’s attractions at Six Ashes/Parish Hall. 

Litter picking, by council service providers and parish volunteers. 

Planting/care of verges. Encourage planting of bulbs, or wildflower mixtures if 

more appropriate. 

Co-ordinate the reporting of potholes to Shropshire Council. The correct way to do 

this was printed in the Vital Link , and could be repeated. Focus on proper,    

lasting repair. 

Signs to discourage large vehicles.  

Speed limits at identified risk locations. 

Footpath work parties. 

Horse friendly gates (perhaps take advice from Cleeview Bridleways Group). 

The Parish Council should coordinate management and maintenance activities,  

possibly assisted by a local volunteer group. An article in the Vital Link could 

explain the current situation and launch the new initiative. 

Support small and medium renewable energy installations. 

9. Environment  continued from page 17 

Land Management 

Less than 20% of respondents chose to comment on land management in the 

parish and most people were happy with the existing situation. The main       re-

curring comments were that communication and understanding between land 

owners/managers and other residents needs to be maintained and         im-

proved if possible.  

General Environmental Issues 

There were several requests that any development or building should be on 

brown field sites, not green. It was again emphasised that the wildlife present in 

the parish was important and should be preserved. 

“A friendly safe 

place to live,     

environmentally 

conscious” 
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10. BUSINESS 

Consideration of the development of business in Neen Savage needs to be  

within the context of consistent themes from other sections of the question-

naire, particularly the maintenance of a rural environment with limited           

expansion, and from the low response rate for the Business Section (overall, at 

about two thirds of the average for the questionnaire). However, given that the 

small number of business owners (about 15) who responded employ about 70 

local people, their views need to be fairly represented. 

Questions relating to the amount of employment in the parish and the           

importance of agriculture were considered sufficiently notable to gain high    

response rates. 

Employment 

Just over half (53%) of all respondents thought that the 

amount of employment in the parish was about right, 

although a significant minority of 30% would like more. 

The conclusion would seem to be that on balance   

people are generally happy but tend towards slightly 

more employment opportunities. Whilst  current local 

unemployment is low, such opportunities may assist 

those people who need or wish to change jobs, either 

now or in the future.  

Many people choosing to live in the rural location of Neen Savage work from home: 25% of  economically 

active people (workers and students), compared with 15.5% in Shropshire and 10.4% in England as a 

whole. Percentages are also higher for self-employment: 21.7% in Neen Savage, against 12.7% across 

Shropshire. 

Business Infrastructure 

Whilst the response rate was low in  common 

with most of this section, the majority of     

respondents considered fast reliable       

broadband to be important or very important,     

exactly in line with the importance attached 

by the parish population as a whole. The     

importance of mobile phone coverage was 

almost as highly rated by respondents.  

“A thriving rural  

community that      

retains the   

peaceful         

countryside” 
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10. BUSINESS  continued from page 19 

Next in importance for business owners was a network of    

well-maintained roads, which should be kept clear in adverse 

weather. Whilst parishioners are concerned about the state of 

roads as they affect their day to day lives, the commercial view 

is that poor roads may adversely impact the delivery of goods 

and services and deter expansion or new businesses.             

Although parishioners want better roads, they do not want 

them to be used and damaged by large numbers of commercial 

vehicles.  

 

Agriculture 

In relation to the importance of maintaining an agriculture    

industry in the parish, five in six people (83%) considered it    

important or very important, despite only about a third of    

people having worked in the sector.  

 

 

“A rural parish with agriculture at its heart” 
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10. BUSINESS  continued from page 20 

ACTIONS to maintain or improve business in the parish: 

 

The Parish and Shropshire Councils should bear in mind that parishioners 

generally oppose further business development. However, there could be 

significant support for expansion of existing businesses where they       

genuinely enhance local employment opportunities and preserve the rural 

environment. 

Existing businesses, the self-employed and home-workers have indicated that 

they would benefit from an improved infrastructure, notably broadband 

and mobile phone networks and better roads. The Parish Council should 

take lobbying and other actions to try to gain improvements, perhaps even 

to the extent of contracting to maintain the minor roads themselves and 

installing an alternative to the inadequate BT landline network.  

Other responses from business owners 

 

There were over 30 suggestions about the sorts of businesses that might be developed. The overriding 

themes were of small, sensitive and sustainable enterprises (such as farm shops, offices, internet, niche 

and home businesses) that provide employment for local people.  

 

Business owners expressed concern that the Parish Council might block extensions to existing businesses. 

The next section, Housing and Planning, adds important perspective to this as a significant minority of 

32% of parishioners support expansion of existing businesses, but only 23% support the establishment of 

new businesses. In each case, just over half of the population opposes expansion. In contrast, there is 

strong minority support for the conversion of redundant agricultural buildings (particularly of vernacular 

stone or brick), provided it will make a positive contribution to the community and will not adversely    

impact neighbours.  
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11. Housing and Planning  

Planning Status of Neen Savage in the Shropshire Council Adopted Core Strategy 

A clear majority (73%) of parishioners wish to see 

Neen Savage remain open countryside within CS5 

as stated in the current Cleobury Mortimer place 

plan, with only 3% expressing the opposite view. 

(For details of the Core Strategy visit www. shrop-

shire.gov.uk/planning-policy/core-strategy-2006-

2026/). 

Housing Development 

Just over half of respondents believe that the  

building of 8 to 12 houses, including conversions,  

in the parish in the period 2006 to 2026 is about right. Roughly equal numbers of parishioners hold the 

opinion that this number is too high (20%) or too low (18%). It can be concluded that the figure stated in 

the current Cleobury Mortimer place plan fairly 

reflects the views of the majority of parishioners.  

Thirteen properties have been built in the parish 

since 2006, of which eleven have been market  

value properties and two affordable houses. As 

the 8-12 target has already been exceeded, it 

would be in line with parishioners’ wishes if only 

single plot exception sites were built during the 

remaining period up to 2026, precluding any   

multiple developments. 

 

If pressure is applied by Local or National government compelling the building of new houses in the      

parish, then single plot exception sites would be the favoured choice by a large margin. 126 people favour 

this type of housing compared to 71 people        

supporting market value housing and only 34 

people supporting social housing.                  

There was an even split between those who  

support and those that oppose market value 

housing. Social     housing was opposed by       

almost half (49%) but in comparison there was 

clear support (65%) for single plot exception 

sites. 
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11. Housing and Planning  continued from page 22 

Nearly half of parishioners supported the government-led relaxation of domestic planning restrictions, 

with 47% supporting and 15% opposing the idea. In free text comments several people stated that any 

alterations to properties should not have any negative impact on neighbours and needed to be in keeping 

with the original building and locality. 

Industrial, Retail and Commercial Development 

With regard to existing sites designated for industrial, 

retail or commercial use, the majority view is that no 

presumption should be made that these sites should 

be allowed to expand, with 52% against and 32% in 

favour. A clear majority (56%) of people do not wish to 

see any additional similar sites being developed, with 

only 23% in favour. 

 The questionnaire responses send a clear message to 

Shropshire Council about how they should in future 

weigh their considerations in planning applications. 44% of parishioners considered maintaining        

countryside character the most important consideration and 35% considered appropriateness of site 

most important. In sharp contrast, only 15% of parishioners viewed improved economic sustainability as 

the most important consideration.  

Regarding economic development, it should be noted 

that no questionnaire respondents identified them-

selves as seeking work so unemployment in the parish 

is probably very low. Furthermore, 58% believe the 

quality of local roads is poor and additional industry 

would generate inward traffic on roads that are         

already under-maintained and where parishioners    

already have concerns about road safety. 

Parishioners were asked to identify sites in Neen     

Savage that they believed already have industrial, retail and commercial classification. This list has been 

passed to Neen Savage Parish Council. 
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11. Housing and Planning  continued from page 23 

There  is  support  for  the  relaxation  of  planning  regulations, as  suggested  in  the  2013  government           

consultation  and  in  the  Shropshire  Council  Core  Strategy, allowing  the  conversion  of  redundant              

agricultural  buildings  provided  it  will  make  a positive  contribution  to  the  community, with  42% of           

parishioners in favour and 23% against. In free text comments a number of people added the proviso that 

only brick and stone built constructions should be con-

verted.  

When considering the siting of additional visitor          

accommodation in the parish, most people do not     

support mobile caravan sites (60% say no), static         

caravan sites (65% say no) or holiday chalets (49% say 

no). Houses for holiday let just found favour and this 

increased for Hotel and B & B type residential               

accommodation. 

There was an overwhelming majority view that            

parishioners do not support establishing a Gypsy or Traveller site in the parish, with 87% saying no. 

Mineral, oil and gas exploration and extraction was opposed by 37% of parishioners with 15% supporting 

the idea. Nearly 40% of people were neutral in opinion. 

The Parish Council 

There was no clear consensus of opinion about 

what role the Parish Council should play in the 

planning process but a slightly larger number of 

parishioners felt that an additional level of      

authority should be devolved to Parish Council-

lors, with 43% of parishioners in favour and 33% 

against. In contrast, only 30% of parishioners 

would like to see Parish Councillors determining 

all but large and strategic applications with 38% 

against. This information suggests that the current planning processes should stay as they are or change 

only a little with regard to levels of authority on planning matters. 

There was strong support for more importance being placed on the Parish Council’s views when Council 

Planning Committees make decisions about planning applications, with 45% of parishioners in favour and 

21% against. 

A clear majority (67%) of parishioners expect the Parish Council to represent a majority view when       

supporting or opposing planning applications. 
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11. Housing and Planning  continued from page 24 

 

ACTIONS to maintain or improve our housing and development plans: 

Shropshire Council should ensure that parishioners’ views are respected and 
reflected in the SAMDEV consultation process. The Council should be      

informed by this data and respect the wishes of parishioners in the spirit 

of localism. 

Residents in the parish should be encouraged to use the link below to make 

comments, either supporting or opposing proposed planning develop-
ments in the parish, on the Shropshire Council Planning Portal:           

http://planningpa.shropshire.gov.uk/online-applications 

Currently the top-down legal framework is in a period of uncertain change, 
with some influential views that planning committees are ignoring local 

views too much. The current views of the Planning Department should be 
sought to establish how much they will listen to parish councils when they 

are acting for the majority of parishioners. Similarly, their response should 
be sought regarding future housing applications as the 2006-2026 planned 

allocation has already been exceeded. 
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12. Summary of Actions   

       & Recommendations  

The following list is a summary of all the actions contained within the subject sections,                 
re-ordered according to who we think should consider and implement the recommendations. 

Shropshire Council 

 If tourism is to be developed, take into account both the priority and small scale of improvement               

requested. In doing so, also consider the impact on the rural nature of the area Focus on proper, lasting 

repair of roads. 

 Speed limits at identified risk locations. Signs to discourage large vehicles.  

 Bear in mind that parishioners generally oppose further business development. However, there could be 

significant support for expansion of existing businesses where they genuinely enhance local                       

employment opportunities and preserve the rural environment. 

 Ensure that parishioners’ views are respected and reflected in the SAMDEV consultation process. The 
Council should be informed by this data and respect the wishes of parishioners in the spirit of localism. 

 The current views of the Planning Department are sought to establish how much they will listen to parish 
councils when they are acting for the majority of parishioners. Similarly, their response is sought              

regarding future housing applications as the 2006-2026 planned allocation has already been exceeded. 

Unitary Councillors 

 Undertake further investigation around satisfaction levels on hospitals and hospital parking and make  

representation on our behalf. 

 Continue lobbying hard for an upgrade of our broadband service. 

 Bear in mind that parishioners generally oppose further business development. However, there could be 

significant support for expansion of existing businesses where they genuinely enhance local                       

employment opportunities and preserve the rural environment. 

Neen Savage Parish Council 

 Formulate and implement a strategy for better engagement with parishioners. 

 Sponsor a community event to bring people with common interests together. 

 Establish a project to investigate the provision of footways/bridleways along parts of the B4363. 

 Refresh and promote the existing watch schemes. 

 Consult with emergency services on ways to enhance their access data and systems. 

 Identify those people who live in the parish who would appreciate help from neighbours and find out  
more about the nature of help they would require. 

 Identify whether anyone would be willing to coordinate a good neighbour scheme and to identify                
parishioners who are willing to assist with such a scheme. 

 Continue lobbying hard for an upgrade of our broadband service. 
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12. Summary of Actions   

       & Recommendations  continued from page 26 

 Lobby for occasional large items refuse collection services, which could be specific recyclable materials 

(e.g. metal, electronics) as well as unavoidable collections for landfill. A small number of different       
receptacles might also assist. 

 If tourism is to be developed, take into account both the priority and small scale of improvement         

requested. In doing so, also consider the impact on the rural nature of the area.  

 Noticeboards about the parish’s attractions at Six Ashes/Parish Hall. 

 Litter picking, by council service providers and parish volunteers. 

 Planting/care of verges. Encourage planting of bulbs, or wildflower mixtures if more appropriate. 

 Co-ordinate the reporting of potholes to Shropshire Council. The correct way to do this was printed in 

the Vital Link , and could be repeated. Footpath work parties. 

 Horse friendly gates (perhaps take advice from Cleeview Bridleways Group). 

 Coordinate management and maintenance activities, possibly assisted by a local volunteer group. An 

article in the Vital Link could explain the current situation and launch the new initiative. 

 Support small and medium renewable energy installations. 

 Bear in mind that parishioners generally oppose further business development. However, there could  

be significant support for expansion of existing businesses where they genuinely enhance local            

employment opportunities and preserve the rural environment. 

 Take lobbying and other actions to try to gain infrastructure improvements, perhaps even to the extent 

of contracting to maintain the minor roads and installing an alternative to the inadequate BT landline 

network.  

Parishioners 

 A group to work on a plan to restore some of the lost trust and community spirit. 

 A campaign to press Shropshire Highways for better road repair and resurfacing.  

 Sign up expressing an interest in BT Infinity if appropriate. 

 If any services are inadequate, raise their concerns with the Parish Council, their Unitary Councillors, 
Shropshire Council and/or the service provider. 

 Make sure that councillors are made aware of particular school transport difficulties and any               

suggestions they have for improvements. 

 Use the link below to make comments, either supporting or opposing proposed planning developments 

in the parish, on the Shropshire Council Planning Portal:                                                                     

http://planningpa.shropshire.gov.uk/online-applications 

Parish Hall Committee 

 Develop the Parish Hall marketing to reach a wider group of users. 



This Community Led Plan was put together over a period of two years by the     

parishioners listed below, who gave freely of their time and talents. The costs 

of the Plan were funded by grants from Shropshire Council and Neen Savage 

Parish Council, for which we express our thanks. We are also indebted to   

Robert Hodge of Hopton Wafers Parish Plan, who helped set us off in the right 

direction, and to the Rural Community Council of Shropshire for their          

continuing advice and support. 
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